Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission, episode 2; Spies "R" Us>>>

Baker_CEO says:
::on the balcony with everyone::

Host Raven_CO says:
::standing on the balcony.. the movie room is dark and it is has begun. August motions for her crew to sit close by::

Wesson_XO says:
::standing on balcony, waiting::

FCO_Paris says:
::on the balcony waiting for her assignment::

Falcon_CTO says:
::near the captain::

Parkay_CNS says:
::takes a seat on the balcony with the other crew::

Hawk_CSO says:
::stands at the balcony, looking around and waiting::

Smith_EO says:
XO: What are we waiting for?

Ian_CIV says:
::in earshot of the balcony... getting together like this is SUCH a good idea... trying to keep to the shadows::

Host Raven_CO says:
::looks around to see if anyone is watching::

Host Raven_CO says:
::puts a finger to her lips at the EO::

Wesson_XO says:
EO: Instructions...

Hawk_CSO says:
::moves and takes a seat near the CO::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::sits next to Donnie::

FCO_Paris says:
::takes a peek at the movie::

Smith_EO says:
::Shuts up:: XO: Sorry...

Host Raven_CO says:
::whispered tone:: All : I have found out very little information but what I do have is enough to keep us busy...

Parkay_CNS says:
::smiles when he sees Heather took the seat next to him::
DrParkay_CMO says:
::smiles back at him::

Host Raven_CO says:
XO EO CMO, CNS: I want you four to investigate the warehouse at the edge of town. ::she hands the address to the XO::

FCO_Paris says:
:;strains to hear the Captain::

Host Raven_CO says:
::points at them::

Wesson_XO says:
CO: Aye sir. ::whispers::

Hawk_CSO says:
::listens the CO's orders::

Host Raven_CO says:
FCO, CEO, CIV: You three shall have fun I am sure here.. it s a night club.. the Dead End. ::hands the address to the FCO:: It could be some kind of cover and it fits the numbers given to me by Kronk.

FCO_Paris says:
::takes the address from the Captain and tries to read it in the dark::

Baker_CEO says:
::nods at CO to say that he understands::

Baker_CEO says:
::listens closely::

Smith_EO says:
XO/CMO/CNS: Let's go. ::whispers::

Host Raven_CO says:
::motions to the EO to sit::

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO, CSO: You two are with me.

Parkay_CNS says:
::follows the XO out::

Smith_EO says:
::sits down::

Wesson_XO says:
EO: Wait until dismissed Smith. ::whispers::

Smith_EO says:
XO: I am very sorry. ::whispers::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::follows CNS::

Hawk_CSO says:
::whispers:: CO: Where exactly are we going?

Host Raven_CO says:
::almost rolls her eyes.. they must be so obvious::

Parkay_CNS says:
::stops realizing that was the EO and not the XO who said lets go::

Falcon_CTO says:
::waits for further orders from co::

Host Raven_CO says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CSO and looks at the XO:: XO : Quietly take your team out.. one at a time please and meet at the coffee shop down the street and then head out.

DrParkay_CMO says:
::reaches for Donnie's hand::

Parkay_CNS says:
::takes Heathers hand::

FCO_Paris says:
::hands the address to the CEO so he can memorize it::

Baker_CEO says:
::memorizes it and passes address to CIV::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: A FEW PATRONS TURN AND LOOK AT THE STRANGERS

Wesson_XO says:
CO: What time for rendezvous?

Host Raven_CO says:
XO: I will see you in the morning. Tap on my door when you get back if I am back.. we can talk..

Wesson_XO says:
CO: Good luck Raven. ::smiles::

Baker_CEO says:
::gets ready to leave::

Host Raven_CO says:
::smiles back and whispers at all of them.:: Please be careful. ::Sits back in her chair trying to not look at the other movie patrons who are staring at their loud whispers::

Wesson_XO says:
CNS,EO,CMO: Alright, CNS first, wait 2 minutes, then CMO, wait 3, EO, then myself.  Move out.

FCO_Paris says:
::whispers:: CIV: Ian, did you memorize the address too?

Ian_CIV says:
FCO: I memorize everything. ::smiles::

DrParkay_CMO says:
XO: Bur sir, our cover is as a married couple, shouldn't we go together?

Wesson_XO says:
CMO: Ok, but make it look like you 2 want to...do something romantic.  Now, get going.

Parkay_CNS says:
::slowly makes his way out of the room::

FCO_Paris says:
CIV: Give me back the paper then.

Host Raven_CO says:
:;puts her hand to her temple.. a headache is forming.. Its going to be a long night::

Falcon_CTO says:
::watches the movie::

Falcon_CTO says:
::trek something XXXXI:::

Parkay_CNS says:
::stop and waits for the CMO by the door way before leaving the dark room::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::goes, to CNS, Whispers loudly:: Lets go back to our room.

Parkay_CNS says:
::takes her hand as they walk out:: CMO: Just what I had on my mind, but lets first get some drinks to take with us.

Hawk_CSO says:
::observes the movement and notices the CTO distracted watching the movie::

Wesson_XO says:
::looks at movie for a bit, then sees Parkay's leave::

FCO_Paris says:
::watches the movie and giggles at the show::

Host Raven_CO says:
::pokes the CSO and whispers:: CSO: As soon as the others are gone and the room gets dark.. leaves by that exit ::points to the back:: I and the CTO will meet you out there. ::exit leads out to a stairway and down to the back ally::

DrParkay_CMO says:
CNS: Ok.

FCO_Paris says:
::takes the address back from Ian and crumples it up and looks for a place to dispose of it::

Hawk_CSO says:
::observes the exit:: CO: I see.  No problem.

Falcon_CTO says:
::continues to pretend to watch the movie::

Baker_CEO says:
::gets sleepy::

Host Raven_CO says:
::leans over to CTO: What no popcorn? Sheesh.  ::just as a woman turns and says:: <Woman> HUSH!

Host Raven_CO says:
Woman: Oh hush yourself. ::glares at her::

Falcon_CTO says:
::grins at the captain::

Wesson_XO says:
::figures it has been long enough::  EO: Alright, leave casually and meet with the others outside.

Smith_EO says:
XO: You betcha.

Parkay_CNS says:
::the "Parkays" exit the movie building and head off around the corner where they will wait for the XO, and EO::

FCO_Paris says:
::decides that it's safer to swallow it::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: PARIS CHOKES ON PAPER

FCO_Paris says:
:;begins to choke::

Wesson_XO says:
::acts as if enjoying the movie::

Baker_CEO says:
Paris: Are you ok?

Smith_EO says:
::staring at movie casually::

FCO_Paris says:
::points to her throat::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees FCO in trouble and goes to help::

Hawk_CSO says:
::pretends to watch the movie and keeps an eye at the others::

Host Raven_CO says:
::looks over to FCO who is choking. Sound is coming out so she can breath. But August is almost on her feet::

Falcon_CTO says:
::tries not to laugh::

Baker_CEO says:
::gets behind FCO and begins compressing::


Wesson_XO says:
::grabs Adams and gives Hymlick::

FCO_Paris says:
::continues to choke::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Come on, breathe...

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Spit it up!

Host Tim says:
ACTION: PAPER IS EJECTED

DrParkay_CMO says:
::casually caresses Donnie's hand as she waits for others to arrive::

Wesson_XO says:
FCO: You alright?

FCO_Paris says:
::the paper flies from her mouth::

Baker_CEO says:
::let's go of Paris::

Host Raven_CO says:
<WOMAN> FCO: Gezzzzzzzz ::as it hits her in the back of the head::

Falcon_CTO says:
::wonders if this crew flunk undercover 101::

Parkay_CNS says:
::bumps appear on Donnie's skin::

Wesson_XO says:
::looks over Paris to make sure she is ok::

Baker_CEO says:
::whispers:: FCO: You ok?

Hawk_CSO says:
::gives a huge smile, almost laughing::

FCO_Paris says:
::takes a deep breath:: CEO: I think so Michael.

Host Raven_CO says:
::shakes her head in disbelief:: CSO/CTO: Lets get out of here.. ::tempted to thwap woman on head but refrains::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Good...

Falcon_CTO says:
::nods to the captain as he stands::


Hawk_CSO says:
::stands and follows the CO, still smiling::

Host Raven_CO says:
::heads for the exit::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: I think this could be a good reason to go, don't you?

Wesson_XO says:
::sees Adams is ok, gives Raven the good luck sign and leaves the balcony::

Hawk_CSO says:
::is heading to the exit, with CO and CTO::

FCO_Paris says:
CEO: Maybe we should wait a few minutes.

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Fine...

Falcon_CTO says:
::exits stage left with the CO::

Baker_CEO says:
::sits back and relaxes::

Smith_EO says:
::sees the XO coming to him::

Host Raven_CO says:
::stands on the ledge leading down to the ally as the door shuts behind them::

FCO_Paris says:
::looks over at Ian::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees the others and meets up with them::  All: HI there...nice to see you all again ::sounding like a tourist::

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO/CSO: That could have gone better.. ok lets get out of here. ::starts to walk down the stairs::

Parkay_CNS says:
::sees the XO and tries to look mad as he is wanting to be alone with Heather:: XO: Ya, really nice.

Falcon_CTO says:
::follows the captain switching his targeting sensor to night vision::

Wesson_XO says:
::begins walking to warehouse, making conversation with the others::

FCO_Paris says:
::leans over and whispers to Michael:: CEO: I think Ian is asleep.

Baker_CEO says:
::giggles:: FCO: Give him a little push...

Host Raven_CO says:
::takes the CSO arm:: CSO: See if you can spot a taxi or something.

Falcon_CTO says:
::Scans the area ahead::

Hawk_CSO says:
::continues walking, following the CO and looking around::

DrParkay_CMO says:
CNS: Now, dear we mustn't be rude.

FCO_Paris says:
CEO: Ok Let's go. :;stands and heads to the exit::

Hawk_CSO says:
CO: Aye! ::exits to the street::

FCO_Paris says:
CEO: You push him.

Host Raven_CO says:
::turns to CTO: All I have for us is an address, it could be a home or a vacant lot.. ::shrugs::

Baker_CEO says:
::heads for exit too::

FCO_Paris says:
::smiles and keeps walking::

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: You are right. ::follows XO making it look as if he is trying to be polite by talking to him::

Hawk_CSO says:
::is looking for a taxi or something like that::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Still holding his hand, follows::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: TIME COMPRESSION; TEAMS ARE ARRIVING AT ASSIGNMENTS

Wesson_XO says:
::sees warehouse::

Ian_CIV says:
::walks into the Dead End....  it looks like it deserves its name::

FCO_Paris says:
::spots the sign above the door:: CEO: There, look.

Host Raven_CO says:
::gets out of the taxi as he drives away and sees..... nothing.. not a thing but dirt and  more dirt. Not even a building::


Ian_CIV says:
FCO/CEO: Watch your backs in here; this looks like a real dive.

Falcon_CTO says:
::exits the "taxis" if you could call it that::

Hawk_CSO says:
::is at the address described by the CO::

Falcon_CTO says:
::scans the dirt with targeting sensor set to look for heat differences::

Parkay_CNS says:
::sees the warehouse,:: XO/CMO/EO: Well I guess we are here.

Wesson_XO says:
Parkays: Alright, you 2 look out front here, try to keep the romantic thing going.

DrParkay_CMO says:
XO: No problem. ::Smiles, broadly::

Parkay_CNS says:
::thinking that shouldn’t be hard:: XO: Understood.

Smith_EO says:
XO: Have we arrived at the warehouse?

Baker_CEO says:
FCO/CIV: Aright, let's go.

Wesson_XO says:
EO: You and I to the back area.

Smith_EO says:
XO: Aye, Sir. ::starts to move to the back area of the warehouse::

FCO_Paris says:
CIV: Ian, just stay awake in there. ::laughs::

Baker_CEO says:
::laughs::

Hawk_CSO says:
::walks towards the dirt, looking for anything unusual::

Host Raven_CO says:
::mutters to herself::

FCO_Paris says:
::enters the nightclub and hears loud music::

Falcon_CTO says:
::continues to scan::

Wesson_XO says:
All: Lots of security, so just observe.

Ian_CIV says:
Tesla: Lay low out here, just in case… I will beep you if I need you.

Host Raven_CO says:
::watches the one tail light of the Taxi leaving the area:: CSO/CTO Dang...  ::looks around::

Baker_CEO says:
::screams:: FCO: It's NICE don’t you think?

FCO_Paris says:
::looks at Michael and nods::

Wesson_XO says:
::begins to walk around block with EO to back of warehouse::

Ian_CIV says:
::pats pockets to check his goodies, all here, OK::

FCO_Paris says:
CIV/CEO: Well let's find a table.

Ian_CIV says:
FCO: OK.

Hawk_CSO says:
::didn't notice the taxi leaving, he's too busy looking for something unusual on the terrain::

Host Raven_CO says:
::sees something scamper across her path. She holds back a yelp::

Falcon_CTO says:
CO: No hidden passages.

Ian_CIV says:
::Sees an empty table in the corner::

Ian_CIV says:
CEO/FCO: There’s one, grab it before someone takes it.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: WAREHOUSE GUARDS NOTE THE TEAM'S PRESENCE

Baker_CEO says:
::heads for Ian's table::

Ian_CIV says:
:;sits at table::

FCO_Paris says:
::walks over to the table and sits down fast::

Parkay_CNS says:
::leans against the wall, and pulls the CMO close to him so he can see what is going on, but makes it look like they are kissing::

Hawk_CSO says:
CO: So far, lots of dirt. ::still looking::


Host Raven_CO says:
CSO: Anything? CTO: And how about you .. those night glasses spotting anything?

Hawk_CSO says:
CO: Exactly what I told you... lots and lots of dirt. ::examining the dirt::

Smith_EO says:
XO: What do we do now?

Falcon_CTO says:
::scans the area for any heat sources::

Wesson_XO says:
::looks over warehouse::  EO: They are looking suspicious at us, just keep observing while chatting with me...

Hawk_CSO says:
::bends over and grabs some dirt, watching closely::

FCO_Paris says:
::motions to the waiter::

DrParkay_CMO says:
CNS: ~~~you probably should kiss me for real~~~

Smith_EO says:
XO: I will get my eyes into it.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: NIGHTCLUB IS DARK, NOISY AND CROWDED

Wesson_XO says:
::laughs a little with EO::

Parkay_CNS says:
::his palms begin to sweet and he pulls here to him and kisses her::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::responds in kind::

Smith_EO says:
::smiles back at the XO::

Ian_CIV says:
::wonders if you have to shoot somebody to get some service around here::

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: You go that way about 100 yards and I will go this way.  ::points:: CSO: You stay here.

FCO_Paris says:
CEO/CIV: We should order a few drinks.

Wesson_XO says:
::pulls out small civilian tricorder and quietly begins scanning warehouse::

Wesson_XO says:
::continues chatting with EO::

FCO_Paris says:
::stands and shouts at the waiter:: Waiter: Over here!

Baker_CEO says:
::screams:: FCO:I agree it'd look less Suspicious!!!! ::tries to speak so they can hear::

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: Keep your eyes peeled. ::Knows already they are not where they should be and wishes she was still in the taxi::

Falcon_CTO says:
::nods to the CO and carries out her orders::

Hawk_CSO says:
::nods at the CO and continues examining::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ONE OF THE NIGHTCLUB "REGULARS" APPROACHES THE CEO WITH A LUSTY LOOK IN HER EYES

Falcon_CTO says:
::scans the area around him as he begins walking away::

Baker_CEO says:
::senses the "regular"::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Give me your hand...

FCO_Paris says:
::notices the lusty lady::

Hawk_CSO says:
::thinks what he wouldn't give for a standard tricorder right now::

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO:  ::stops kissing her and takes a look around:: CMO: Did  anyone tell you that you are the most beautiful thing in the universe?

DrParkay_CMO says:
CNS: No...::Blushes::

FCO_Paris says:
::takes Michaels hand::

Host Raven_CO says:
::takes a small flashlight out of her jacket pocket and points it at the ground::

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  EO: Cannot scan...some sort of dampening field.

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Now let's look like we're together...

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: We have to evade... "her"


FCO_Paris says:
CEO: Anything you say.

Falcon_CTO says:
::continues walking::

Host Raven_CO says:
::she thinks that 15 more minutes and they will head back .. hope they can get a lift.. sheesh and join one of the other groups::

Smith_EO says:
XO: Yes, it is a dampening field; let me see it's there something I can do.

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  EO: But I see heat from the roof area...possibly a shuttle landing bay.

Hawk_CSO says:
::drops the dirt, cleans his hands and looks around::

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: Well Mrs. Parkay you are.

FCO_Paris says:
::snuggles closer to Michael looking at him tenderly::

Wesson_XO says:
::continues chatting and turns corner of block::

Smith_EO says:
::whispers:: XO: Yes, I saw that, too.

Baker_CEO says:
::plays along::

DrParkay_CMO says:
CNS: Why, Mr. Parkay, you are too kind.

Smith_EO says:
::whispers:: XO: You think we better move to the roof?

Host Raven_CO says:
::almost trips over a rock and swears, turning back to see if the CTO or CSO heard her::

Parkay_CNS says:
::pulls her close again and gives another kiss:: CMO: That is what I have heard.

Hawk_CSO says:
::sees the CO and shakes his head negativity::

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  EO: Big enough for a landing area...

FCO_Paris says:
::looks up at the lusty woman and smiles::

Host LustyLady says:
Baker: Want to dance good-looking?

Falcon_CTO says:
::finds nothing and heads back to the starting point::

Host Raven_CO says:
::sees nothing for miles and starts to get aggravated; tempted to yell out "Helloooooooo!!!!!!" but does not::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::sighs wistfully and surrenders to his kiss::

Hawk_CSO says:
::observes the CTO returning and then the CO::

Wesson_XO says:
::stops near fence of warehouse and lights pipe::  EO: Really...is that true?  ::conversational tone::

Smith_EO says:
::whispers:: XO: Yeah, big enough.

Baker_CEO says:
::looks at lusty lady and takes FCO's hand up:: LL: I'd love to but I don't think that she'd like that...

FCO_Paris says:
Lusty Lady: Excuse me woman, this is my man. ::stands and shoves her away::

Host Raven_CO says:
::meets back with CSO:  CSO: Anything? ::sees headlights or something moving their way::

Host LustyLady says:
::Shoves back and draws a knife::

Falcon_CTO says:
::returns to the CSO location::

Host LustyLady says:
::eyes narrow::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Let's try to be diplomatic, shall we....... never mind!

Wesson_XO says:
::puffs on pipe::

Smith_EO says:
XO: Yes, it is.

DrParkay_CMO says:
CNS: You, oh you!

Hawk_CSO says:
CO: Nothing.... it's a dead place...  tons of dirt everywhere...

Host Raven_CO says:
CSO: Looks like a hover craft.. flag them down.


FCO_Paris says:
:;looks at Michael then at the knife::

Ian_CIV says:
::decides to visit the facilities, to see what is there::

Baker_CEO says:
::goes between them:: LL/FCO: Alright girls, let's stand down...

Host LustyLady says:
::Puts knife back in the garter belt::

Hawk_CSO says:
::turns and sees the hover approaching, runs to flag::

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  EO: Some type of equipment inside, but cannot isolate.

Parkay_CNS says:
~~~CMO: So should we just stay here, I bet those guards are going to get tired of our little show and ask us to leave.  Got any ideas how we can get inside~~~~

FCO_Paris says:
::sneers at the woman and sits back down::

Host Raven_CO says:
::waves at the craft::

Ian_CIV says:
::sees the incipient fight between the barfly and FCO and fingers his phaser::

Hawk_CSO says:
::flags at the craft::

Baker_CEO says:
LL: That's good... now, as I was saying I'm currently engaged, I'm sure you can understand that...

DrParkay_CMO says:
~~~CNS: XO said stay here, right?~~~

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  EO Scans do show it is operating though.

Host LustyLady says:
Baker: How 'bout a drink darlin' ?

Smith_EO says:
::whispers:: XO: What kind of equipment?

FCO_Paris says:
LL: You heard the man; he's occupied.

Host Raven_CO says:
<Craft guy> ::leans out the window:: All: What are you doing out here??

Host Raven_CO says:
Craft guy: Exploring. ::smiles as sexy as she can:: Any chance of getting a lift back into town? We were looking for a nightclub but this address seems to be wrong.

Smith_EO says:
::whispers:: XO: That means trouble.

Baker_CEO says:
::smiles at LL and says:: LL: But it would have been lovely...

Parkay_CNS says:
~~~~CMO: He did, but if something does happen our here how are we going to let him know~~~~

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  EO: Medical type possibly, but that is all I can tell.

Wesson_XO says:
::motions to keep walking to EO::

Falcon_CTO says:
::checks out the craft::

Baker_CEO says:
::goes to FCO:: FCO: Please let me do this.... remember the knife?

FCO_Paris says:
:;nods to the CEO:::

Hawk_CSO says:
::was about to talk, when CO starts to.  He observes her sexy way on talking and smiling, looks at the CTO to see if he noticed either::

Host LustyLady says:
::Sneers at Paris:: FCO: Occupied with what? ::laughs::

Smith_EO says:
::whispers:: XO: Medical? Why would they have medical equipment here?

Host Raven_CO says:
<Craft guy> CO: Sure babe hope in.. those two with you? :;jerks his thumb at the CSO and CTO::

Wesson_XO says:
EO: That is a interesting story Smith. ::puffs more on pipe::

FCO_Paris says:
::wonders where Ian went this time::

Host LustyLady says:
ACTION: A MALE PATRON COMES OVER AND ENTICES THE WOMAN AWAY

Baker_CEO says:
Self: Thank god!

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  EO: I do not know...

Falcon_CTO says:
::looks the driver over::


Wesson_XO says:
::sees Parkays around corner and heads towards them::

Host Raven_CO says:
Craft guy: Yea.. ::crawls in making room for the other two::

Falcon_CTO says:
::climbs in after the CO::

Hawk_CSO says:
::enters the craft::

Ian_CIV says:
::sees the barfly leave and continues to the potty::

Baker_CEO says:
::goes back to table:: FCO: From now on, we will be ... subtle, ok?

Host Raven_CO says:
<Craft guy> ::steps on it, making the hover craft spin dirt below them as the three hold on for dear life::

DrParkay_CMO says:
~~~CNS: Is either he or the EO telepathic? ~~~

Parkay_CNS says:
::starts to think, knowing the Doc isn’t:: CMO: ~~~No afraid not~~~

FCO_Paris says:
CEO: I'm sorry Michael; I got a bit carried away for a moment.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: RAVEN, CTO, AND CSO ARE DELIVERED OUTSIDE THE NIGHTCLUB

Wesson_XO says:
Parkays: Hi there you love birds, say, can I entice you two for some dinner with my friend Smith here?

Host Raven_CO says:
::grabs the CTO's arm:: CTO: Yikes.

Falcon_CTO says:
::thinks their driver broke all the Indy 500 speed records::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Yes, I just hope it won't happen again...

Parkay_CNS says:
::looks at Heather:: XO: Why not.

FCO_Paris says:
CEO: Boy I could use a drink now.

Hawk_CSO says:
::looks at the nightclub face:: Self: It doesn't look any good....

Host Raven_CO says:
<Craft guy> OK all out.... ::eyes Spencer:: So babe want to meet later.. after you dump those two? :;points at them::

Ian_CIV says:
:;enters the bathroom, about as hygienic as the rest of this dump....  and a lovely crowd, too--if you like people who smell of urine and are busy puking in the toilets::

Falcon_CTO says:
::glares at the driver::

Wesson_XO says:
::motions to head away from warehouse a bit around the corner::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: I think we could all use one... ::makes a sign to the waiter::

Host Raven_CO says:
Craft guy: Oh maybe. ::winks... Thanks for the ride.. ::moves away backing up towards the Nightclub::

Parkay_CNS says:
::follows the XO::

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  All: I want to observe more without them knowing it.

Host Raven_CO says:
<CG> ::departs waving out his window::

FCO_Paris says:
::watches the crowd in the club::

DrParkay_CMO says:
~~~CNS: Then if there is trouble, we can use the phasers to get them out of it~~~

DrParkay_CMO says:
~~~CNS: or, there is the hypospray I have...~~~

Wesson_XO says:
::sees packages moving around back as they casually move away::

Falcon_CTO says:
CO: Done flirting?

Host Raven_CO says:
::Pokes him:: CTO: Oh please.. you guys look like Starfleet even under those fake outfits.. lighten up.

Hawk_CSO says:
CO/CTO: So, shall we? ::points the entrance like a gentleman::

Host Raven_CO says:
::smiles:: CSO: Why not.. what else do we have to do? ::laughs::

Baker_CEO says:
::the waiter brings a glass for FCO and another for CEO::

Baker_CEO says:
::takes glass:: FCO: Cheers!

Host warehouseguard says:
::Begins his walking patrol::

Wesson_XO says:
::laughs a bit with Parkays::

FCO_Paris says:
:;looks at the glass:: CEO: What is this stuff?

Hawk_CSO says:
::observes the CO and CTO passing by him, then follows::

Parkay_CNS says:
XO: What did you have in mind for dinner?

Falcon_CTO says:
::looks at the captain like she crazy::

Ian_CIV says:
:;heads back to the table, nothing out of the ordinary in the toilet, if you have a cosmopolitan sense of what is ordinary::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: huh... local drink...

Wesson_XO says:
All: Well, for dinner I thought of this place near the main strip that is great...

Hawk_CSO says:
::laughs over the CO comment::

Falcon_CTO says:
CO: Well you got Starfleet Captain ridden all over you. ::grins::

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: Oh yes.. is it the almost orange hair or the leather? ::notes people staring at CTO::

Host Raven_CO says:
::moves into the club, music blasting and looks for the other team::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Follows the CO into the club::

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers:: Parkays: Keep looking like love birds...

Hawk_CSO says:
::enters the club, thinking it remembers some holonovel from CEO Taylor::

Baker_CEO says:
::drinks it all in one shot::

FCO_Paris says:
::pushes her glass over to Ian:: CIV: Here you go, try this.

Ian_CIV says:
::raises eyebrow at the FCO::  FCO: What is it, precisely?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: EYES TURN TO LOOK AT THE DUDE THAT LOOKS LIKE A BAD WESTERN

Falcon_CTO says:
::Notices everyone staring at him::

Host Raven_CO says:
::moves away from him smiling:: CSO: See any of ours? :;in a loud voice, the music drowning her out::

Host warehouseguard says:
::Stops to light a nasty smelling cigar::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Smiles from ear to ear::

FCO_Paris says:
CIV: I have no clue...

FCO_Paris says:
CIV: But Michael seems to like it.

Ian_CIV says:
FCO: And..............  you want ME to try it... uh, huh. ::smiles::  Pass.

Parkay_CNS says:
::pulls Heather closer to him::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees guard lighting up::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::Kisses Donnie passionately::

Parkay_CNS says:
::face turns red,::

Hawk_CSO says:
::Aloud:: CTO: Okay... people are staring at you...

Host warehouseguard says:
::checks his security tricorder and moves on::

Falcon_CTO says:
::walks towards the bar::

Host Raven_CO says:
::thinks it is the hat he is wearing and tries not to laugh::

Ian_CIV says:
FCO: Well, Mikey, he'll eat or drink anything.

Wesson_XO says:
::with group, make it to around the corner::

FCO_Paris says:
CIV: Ok, maybe you're right. No sense taking a chance.


Falcon_CTO says:
Barkeep: Bottle of Icely Light.

Host warehouseguard says:
<Barkeep> CTO: Sure.

Baker_CEO says:
FCO/CIV: hmm.. this is really rrrreeeeeeaaaaaaaalllllllllllllly gggggggggggg ::head falls on the table and begins to snoar

Wesson_XO says:
::in low voice::  PArkays: What did you learn?

Hawk_CSO says:
::looks around:: CO: Not yet.

Host Raven_CO says:
::sees the CIV and threads her way through the crowd over to him, jostled by so many dancers::

Falcon_CTO says:
::waits for his beer..glares at the crowd::

Smith_EO says:
::whispers:: XO: We better be careful of that lighting.

Parkay_CNS says:
XO:: whispers:: There are some guards up front, keep a good watch on the front entrance.

DrParkay_CMO says:
XO: I thought we were supposed to keep an eye out for you to make sure you did not get into trouble.

FCO_Paris says:
::pats the CEO on the back:: CEO: Hey wake up!

Host warehouseguard says:
::Barkeep slides drink to CTO::

Falcon_CTO says:
::grabs the bottle and pulls the cap off with his teeth spitting it on the floor::

Hawk_CSO says:
CO: There they are. ::points discreetly the others::

Host Raven_CO says:
::looks back and nods at the CSO::

Baker_CEO says:
::wakes up::

Wesson_XO says:
CMO: We were fine...but thank you.

Host warehouseguard says:
::Hears a noise like voices and moves toward the fence::


Baker_CEO says:
FCO: How long was I down?

FCO_Paris says:
CEO: Oh not that long. Just happy to see you awake.

Hawk_CSO says:
::looks at the CEO and FCO::

Parkay_CNS says:
::can sense someone coming, he puts his finger on his mouth and pulls Heather closer::

Host Raven_CO says:
::moves over to CIV and tugs on his arm to get his attention::

FCO_Paris says:
::sees the Captain with Ian::

Falcon_CTO says:
::takes a swig from his beer::

Falcon_CTO says:
::Watches the crowd as he drinks::

Ian_CIV says:
CO: Yes?

DrParkay_CMO says:
CNS: I take it you had better luck on spotting guards... ~~~sorry, I was distracted, I'm a Dr. not a secret agent~~~

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: ~~~~No problem, I tried to keep at least one eye open most of the time~~~

Host Raven_CO says:
CIV: Hello... come here often? ::looks around:: Find anything out ?

Wesson_XO says:
::sees guard moving towards fence, in conversation::  All: And then I said, 'Really?'

Host warehouseguard says:
::Sees the shadow of two people playing kissy-face::

Host warehouseguard says:
::Snickers and moves on::

Baker_CEO says:
Waiter: What is that?

Baker_CEO says:
<Waiter> CEO: Oh my! This is an instant sleep potion; thank god you woke up only after a few minutes otherwise you would have slept for days!

Baker_CEO says:
Waiter: Thank god! Thanks...

Hawk_CSO says:
::waits for the CO next move, he can see her talking to CIV but can't hear anything::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Well, I should be fine...

Ian_CIV says:
CO: I am new in town.. just got in. this pace was recommended for some reason..............<w>: No, I haven't seen anything other than some fights and a lot of drunks.

Parkay_CNS says:
XO: well I hear that place you want to take us to dinner has a small dinning room that can only hold 30 people, think there is enough room for us to get in

FCO_Paris says:
::looks at Baker:: CEO: A sleep potion?

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Yes and after a few minutes, the sleep becomes deeper.

Falcon_CTO says:
::drinking and scanning the crowd…waiting for the next thing to happen::

Wesson_XO says:
All: Well, we should head for dinner.  ::laughs a bit for cover::

Hawk_CSO says:
CTO: Anything unusual on your scanners?

Ian_CIV says:
CO: I can run some scans if you want........don't know how much good it will do with all the activity in here

Smith_EO says:
XO: You with your jokes. ::smiles::

FCO_Paris says:
CEO: Why would anyone give you a sleeping potion in here?

Host Raven_CO says:
CIV: Oh I have never seen you here ... its a dump like everything on this planet…<W> We had no luck either... I guess we should round everyone up.. but to take so many of us out to the warehouse would not be a good idea.. suggestions?

DrParkay_CMO says:
::laughs, takes Donnie's arm and nuzzles his shoulder::

Falcon_CTO says:
::looks at the CSO and makes a slight negative nod then turns away…scanning the room::

Parkay_CNS says:
::follows the XO::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: He said that they were meant for the man in room 306; he's having trouble sleeping.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE LUSTY LADY SLAPS HER DRINKING PARTNER AND LOOKS AROUND

Smith_EO says:
::follows XO/CNS::

DrParkay_CMO says:
::On Donnie's arm walks with him::

Host Raven_CO says:
::nods at his scan idea:: CIV: Care to go in the back... ? ::smiles::  <W> Seen any sign of anyone coming or going form there? ::points at the back doors::

Wesson_XO says:
::whispers::  All: Ok, Smith and I will keep an eye on the warehouse for awhile for activity.  You two take this tricorder back to the inn and give the info to the captain.

FCO_Paris says:
CEO: Now that sounds very suspicious wouldn't you say?

Hawk_CSO says:
::understands the CTO nodding and turns to see the CO once again::

Ian_CIV says:
CO: Yes..........  send everybody but yourself and the CTO back to the Inn.........Tesla you and I will go to the warehouse and have a look-see.  Mostly me and Tesla, while you and the CTO provide backup.

Baker_CEO says:
::sees lusty lady slap the partner:: ::looks at FCO:: FCO: uh oh!

Smith_EO says:
::holds with XO at the warehouse::

Host LustyLady says:
::Spots the CEO and saunters over::

Ian_CIV says:
CO: Nada......... too damn crowded in here to see who is coming or going

DrParkay_CMO says:
XO: Aye.

Wesson_XO says:
All: Understood?

Host Raven_CO says:
::nods at him:: <W> I will round them up... meet you outside. We can take a quick look at the rear

FCO_Paris says:
::sees the LL coming back to the table::

Ian_CIV says:
CO: Right.


Wesson_XO says:
Parkays: And keep up the act. ::smiles::  I know it will be hard.

Ian_CIV says:
::heads out the door::

Falcon_CTO says:
::looks around the room noticing the CIV and CO separating...wonders what up::

Parkay_CNS says:
XO: Understood.

Baker_CEO says:
::takes Ian's drink::

Wesson_XO says:
::hands tricorder over::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Think she'd want a sleepy drink?

FCO_Paris says:
CEO: Hey better her than us.

Parkay_CNS says:
::takes the tricorder::

Hawk_CSO says:
::begins to feel uncomfortable with the loud sound::

Host LustyLady says:
::With hips swaying narrows eyes and zero's in on CEO::

Ian_CIV says:
::Tesla comes running up::

Host Raven_CO says:
::weaves her way through the crowd to the CSO: Get everyone back to the Inn and wait for me or the XO..

Hawk_CSO says:
CO: Aye.  Good luck. ::smiles to CO and CTO::

Host Raven_CO says:
::smiles back and pats his arm::

Parkay_CNS says:
::Heather and Donnie walk off holding hands::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Let me handle it.

Baker_CEO says:
::goes over to LL::

Wesson_XO says:
EO: Ok, I want to watch the roof and back area for activity, out of sight.


Smith_EO says:
XO: You better be careful.

FCO_Paris says:
::sits back and watches::

Baker_CEO says:
LL: You want a drink, beautiful?

Host LustyLady says:
::Wraps arms around the CEO and slurs:: CEO:: What's up good looking?

Host LustyLady says:
::Hangs on, barely::

Hawk_CSO says:
::turns and moves towards the CEO and FCO, discreetly::

FCO_Paris says:
::smiles to herself::

Host Raven_CO says:
::Moves to CTO: CTO: Ok Cowboy lets ride.. ::taps him and heads out the door::

Falcon_CTO says:
::drinks down the last bit of his beer and sets the bottle on the counter::

Falcon_CTO says:
::follows the captain::

Baker_CEO says:
::gives CIV'S sleepy drink to LL:: Come on, drink it for me...

Host LustyLady says:
::drinks up::

Parkay_CNS says:
CMO: I hear there is a really good nightclub around here; you want to go dancing since he didn’t buy us dinner?

Hawk_CSO says:
::approaches the CEO, expecting him to see his arriving::

Baker_CEO says:
::Sees CSO and makes a sign to stay away for now::

Host LustyLady says:
::almost slips to the floor::

Wesson_XO says:
EO: Both of us...watch the north and east, and I will watch the south and west.

Smith_EO says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

Wesson_XO says:
EO: Back here at this spot in 30 minutes...no longer.  Understood?


Smith_EO says:
XO: Understood.

Falcon_CTO says:
::Exits the bar:: CO: Where we heading Raven?

Ian_CIV says:
::waiting for the CO and CTO::

Hawk_CSO says:
::shakes negativity to the CEO and makes a sign they have to go now::

Host Raven_CO says:
::moves to the CIV::CIV: Have a chance to go around the back yet?

DrParkay_CMO says:
CNS: Shouldn't we go back to our room?

DrParkay_CMO says:
~~~CNS: Thought XO told us to go back to the inn and wait for the CO~~~

Ian_CIV says:
CO: No, lets take a quick look, Tesla will scout ahead.

FCO_Paris says:
::spots the CSO signaling::

Wesson_XO says:
::finds dark area to watch warehouse without anyone seeing him::

Parkay_CNS says:
CNS: Yeah I guess you are right. We will have dinner delivered.

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: OH Falcon.... we are off to get you some new clothes. ::sees a couple::  <W> to the warehouse.

Ian_CIV says:
::Tesla scampers off::

Hawk_CSO says:
::sees the FCO and makes the same sign to her::

FCO_Paris says:
::nods that she understands::

Smith_EO says:
::moves to the north and east of the warehouse and takes a look::

Host Raven_CO says:
::nods::

Hawk_CSO says:
::nods back::

DrParkay_CMO says:
CNS: Fine by me, let's eat in. ::Smiles::


Baker_CEO says:
::puts the LustyLady on a chair::


Falcon_CTO says:
::shakes head:: CO: Raven you always have to shop, how many leather pants do you need? ::Whispers:: Roger.

Wesson_XO says:
Self: Ok...show me what is going on...

Parkay_CNS says:
~~~~CMO: I just suggested the Night Club because that is where the captain said she was going~~~~

DrParkay_CMO says:
CNS: Leaves time for other things...

Baker_CEO says:
::goes over to FCO and CSO::

Host Raven_CO says:
::watches Tesla as she pretends to just "hang out" outside::

FCO_Paris says:
::stands ::

Baker_CEO says:
CSO: Sorry, Mauro, had to do this... the woman's a menace!

Parkay_CNS says:
::smiles:: CMO: Other things, I like the sound of that.

Host LustyLady says:
:: snoring::

Host Raven_CO says:
CTO: Well as many weird hats as you need Falcon… <W> Cut it out I am going to laugh.

Falcon_CTO says:
CO: There’s nothing a weird about the hat.

Hawk_CSO says:
::thinks how good it was if he was a Betazoid::

Wesson_XO says:
::sees activity ending for the night::

DrParkay_CMO says:
~~~CNS: Thought the CO said she'd meet up with us at the inn~~~

FCO_Paris says:
::looks at Mauro and smiles::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Now, why are we here again?

Hawk_CSO says:
::smiles at the CEO and signs to both of them (CEO and FCO) he's outside waiting::


Wesson_XO says:
Self: Looks like they closed for the night.  ::heads out to find EO::

FCO_Paris says:
CEO/CSO: Well I guess it's time to go.

FCO_Paris says:
::starts for the door::

Smith_EO says:
::sees the XO arriving to him::

Host Raven_CO says:
::tries to get a deep breath but her pants are to tight.. how do people wear this stuff?::

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: Looks like coming here was just... entertaining.

FCO_Paris says:
::smiles at Michael and nods:: CEO: Well you certainly had fun.

Baker_CEO says:
FCO: I know!

Wesson_XO says:
::sees EO around the corner::  EO: Well, lets head back to the inn.  Looks like nothing more tonight.

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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